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A Handbook for Start-up Industry Collectives:
This handbook is designed to provide guidance to industry considering forming a marketing collective with
the aspiration it may become a Tourism Australia-endorsed Signature Experiences of Australia partner.
Please note, forming a collective does not guarantee a partnership or funding from Tourism Australia, nor
does it mean endorsement by Tourism Australia as a Signature Experience.

Disclaimer: The advice in this handbook is general in nature. Anyone considering starting an industry led
organisation is recommended to seek specific advice from legal and business advisory experts.
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What is an industry collective?
An industry collective is a group of tourism businesses working together, acting as a cooperative enterprise
with the view to undertaking industry development, marketing and sales education on a particular region
and/or product category.
Tourism is a naturally cooperative industry. Visitor experiences are made up of attractions, accommodation,
transport and location experiences. Increasingly visitors are choosing to travel based upon special interest
passion categories such as food, drink, adventure travel, and recreational sports.
Industry collectives are to be independent of Tourism Australia and industry led enterprises. Strong industry
collectives require members to set aside their personal business goals and behave in a way that puts industry
growth first and personal business goals second, working for the greater good.
Industry collectives recruit an Executive Officer (EO) to administer a strategic plan and communicate with
stakeholders.
Industry collectives are considered a success if they grow visitation, increase dispersal, increase the yield of
visitors to Australia and create a halo effect on the broader industry.

Signature Experiences of Australia
Today’s discerning international traveller is seeking out travel destinations that deliver unique and authentic
experiences which tap into personal ‘passion points’.
To help fulfil this need, Tourism Australia (TA) has partnered with industry to develop the Signature
Experiences of Australia – a program which packages and promotes Australia’s outstanding tourism
experiences within a variety of premium niche area and special interest categories. These tourism
products are located in destinations with high international appeal that offer diversity, transformation and
engagement and leave a lasting impression.
The program is designed to highlight special interest and niche tourism sectors that have the propensity to
drive travel to Australia. It seeks to connect with travellers who are specifically seeking out destinations that
can deliver premium memorable experiences closely aligned to their specific interests.
It focusses on shifting perceptions of Australia by broadening the view of what it has to offer and in doing
so, generates demand by highlighting experiences that align with travellers’ passion points. Encouraging
businesses to collaborate as effective means of getting to market is highly effective strategy. It not only
increases the number of operators in international markets but creates a halo effect over the broader
industry inspiring investment, experience development and product packaging which ultimately leads to
conversion.
Designed to grow visitation and attract high yielding tourists who are willing to travel to Australia in pursuit
of their passion/s, the program challenges the rational barriers for travel to Australia of time, distance and
cost.
The program started in 2011 with Great Golf Courses of Australia and featured a carefully curated group of
highly prestigious and predominantly member-only golf courses offering tee times to international golfers.
Today it includes 7 collectives representing 150 tourism businesses offering a qualified inventory of over
550 fully commissionable tourism experiences, many of which didn’t exist 5-10 years ago, that have been
carefully designed to capture the imagination of consumers around the world.
Marketing experiences based on why people travel lies at the heart of Tourism Australia’s strategic focus on
High Value Travellers.
Signature Experiences is a brand alignment and market development program that taps into areas of
competitive advantage, increases the value proposition for the international consumer and assists us to
realise our vision of making Australia the most desirable and memorable destination on earth.
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The program supports a suite of the industry’s leading international market ready product across a range of
mutually agreed consumer marketing and distribution activities. Signature Experiences of Australia partners
as at July 2018 include:

The collection in a given category is known to have what’s called a “halo” effect on the sector. While the
specific members of the collective are considered unique, operating at the highest level in the industry, there
is a broader marketing halo effect on the category and the region as a whole, in that demand for all operators
generally increases as the consumer awareness increases across the board.
Many industry led initiatives aspire to become a Tourism Australia Signature Experiences partner. TA reviews
proposals to endorse new categories proposed by industry to ensure alignment with its Consumer Demand
Project, in the first instance and in consultation with its State/Territory Tourism Organisation (STO).
Starting a collective does not guarantee endorsement by Tourism Australia, but to assist those willing to
undertake the journey, Tourism Australia has prepared this handbook to answer frequently asked questions
using the experience of those who have achieved success.
Tourism Australia has identified the following key considerations that if defined and considered early are
critical to the success of an industry led collective:
1. U
 nderstanding Tourism Australia’s role, classification as a Signature Experience category and applying
for funding
2. D
 efining your category and ensuring there is a need (consumer and industry)
3. G
 overnance, naming, branding and business registration
4. D
 efining your stakeholders, shareholders and/or board members
5. A
 ppointing an Executive Officer and defining their role
6. B
 ringing members together, defining the criteria and agreeing fees
7. D
 ata sharing and reporting
This handbook addresses key questions under each of these seven topics and suggests publicly available
information sources where new collectives can find more detailed content. Industry should remember the
information in this handbook is general in nature and professional services such as legal and accounting
support are recommended.
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1. U N DERSTAN DI NG
TOU R ISM AUSTRALIA’S ROLE
1.1 Pathway to Signature Experience endorsement
Signature Experiences of Australia highlight premium niche product categories that may not have been
previously significantly exposed to the international markets. Each year, Tourism Australia may work
collectively with their State/Territory Tourism Organisation partners to support none, one or several new
collectives to be endorsed as a Signature Experience collective. The category must demonstrate its product
interest theme is identified in the Tourism Australia Consumer Demand Project as having a consumer
demand, product distribution and trade supply expectation gap - ie an untapped competitive advantage.
The collectives need to demonstrate:
• The group is industry led
• Support from STO partners and Tourism Australia’s global distribution and marketing team
• They have representation in at least four states or territories in Australia with sufficient members to be
considered representative of their sector
• A qualified inventory of export ready experiences that align to the High Value Traveller
• They have a 3 year sustainable financial model
• The collective is prepared to work cooperatively in the interests of the category and Tourism Australia
• The product category supports the Tourism Australia’s 2020 vision and is referenced as a growth
opportunity in the Consumer Demand Project
Starting a collective does not automatically guarantee endorsement by Tourism Australia. If your
business case is compelling enough and your collective is strong, before continuing, ask yourself “would
I start the group anyway?”
- Karen Fitzgerald, Global Manager, Experiences
Tourism Australia reserves the right to choose the product categories based on international market
feedback, consumer demand priority and industry maturity.

1.2 Product Development: A key to a collective’s success
Rarely are a collective’s contractable products fit for purpose for the international markets from day one.
For many members, industry collectives represent their first step into tourism marketing and there is a
significant product development journey to travail.
Understanding the customer is key and all operators will endeavour to find the balance between a
commissionable entrance fee and a “money can’t buy” experience.
For the most part, trade distributors are keen to package half or full day products, priced between $100 and
$200 per person, that are uniquely different, Australian, experiential but not considered bizarre. Aspirational
“wow factor” products retailing at extraordinarily high per person rates are exciting and can have a halo
effect on the whole collective, but should be seen for their low volume publicity value not the mainstay of
market ready product.
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1.3 Collective Marketing: Extension of your marketing
Being a member of a collective adds an extra dimension to a member’s marketing.
Membership should not be seen as replacing existing marketing activity, but instead, a
new market development opportunity that enhances their current plans.
Collectives receive great value from the members including the group logo in their own
marketing activities, reinforcing the depth of product available and their commitment
to the shared values.

1.4 Tourism Australia: what are they there to do?
Becoming an endorsed Signature Experiences of Australia partner provides access to a
limited amount of cooperative marketing funding, time and support from a range of
Tourism Australia internal teams.
• Funding: a financial contribution is made available to a collective inclusive of funds
from the state and territory tourism organisations. The funds are demand based and
vary from category to category. The funds taper over time on the understanding that
each collective will have a pathway to sustainability – as outlined in the Strategic
Plan. Monies must be matched by the collective and assigned to a mutually agreed
set of global marketing and distribution activities.
(Collectives do not need to approach each state individually.)
• Time: Tourism Australia has a dedicated person to act as an account manager/
introduction conduit to various teams within the organisation. This person will
also account manage reporting to the broader team and is the pathway to renew
contracts and funding support.
•S
 upport: The broader Tourism Australia team can facilitate introductions to
distribution partners, media and familiarisation candidates. Additionally, Tourism
Australia facilitates presence at Tourism Australia operated events such as ATE, New
Product Workshops and in market missions.
Tourism Australia may also choose to appoint a mentor to the collective if they deem it
necessary and the goals or inbound market focus requires it.

1.5 If it is available, what can the Tourism Australia funding
be used for?
Tourism Australia’s legislative remit is to grow inbound visitors to Australia from
offshore markets. The support of a collective by Tourism Australia must be reflective of
the organisation’s purpose.
If awarded a partnership with Tourism Australia, any funds remitted to a collective
must be used for inbound market demand purposes. For the most part, the collectives
use the grant to undertake mutually agreed marketing activities in TA’s key markets.
If successfully endorsed, collectives are required to sign a legally binding Partnership
Marketing Agreement with Tourism Australia for a fixed term. Failure to adhere to the
terms of the agreement may see funding withheld, cancelled or recalled.
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2. DEFI N I NG YOU R
CATEGORY AN D ENSU R I NG
TH ER E IS A N EED
2.1 Make sure there is a need
Starting an industry collective is like starting a business. Tourism Australia cautions people from setting up
a collective because it’s the “right thing to do” or you think there is funding available from Tourism Australia
and the state and territory tourism organisations. Do your research and make sure you are filling a gap, have
a clear purpose and are sustainable long term without external funding. Talk to Tourism Australia.
Basic Google searches, as well as searches through the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse (ATDW) can give
an idea of what groups are operating in your chosen field.

2.2 What is your "why" - why do you need to exist, what makes you special?
Understanding your purpose or your “why” needs to be viewed through 4 lenses:
- Your collective’s purpose for members
- Your collective’s purpose for your industry customers
- Your collective’s purpose for your employees, and
- Your collective’s purpose for your end travelling customers.
A passionate consistent narrative from all angles is critical and will make the stages of strategic planning,
developing criteria for membership and setting goals for the future much easier.
If you need assistance defining your purpose, try reviewing the following:
•H
 ow great leaders inspire action
• Tips to finding your purpose
• F inding your organisation’s compass
And of course, depending on your budget, you can use a small marketing/strategy agency to assist, often
bundled with a brief to define a logo, key personas and customer journey mapping for the key market
segments.

2.3 Partner with stakeholders
The best organisations empower and work collaboratively with the stakeholders they bring together. Make
sure that key industry stakeholders are involved in the formation of your organisation before you begin
implementing programs to the broader industry and consumers.
“I cannot overplay the importance of stakeholder engagement in the setup of a collective.
Engage, engage again and engage some more for good measure”.
- Dana Ronan, founding EO, Great Walks of Australia

2.4 Create a strategic plan
Strategic plans help new collective organisations frame why they exist and what goals they are trying to
reach. Creating a solid strategic plan will also help you track how effective the organisation is during its first
years of operation.
If you’ve never done a strategic plan before, we’ve created a base template for you, or you can use some of the
publicly available resources at www.business.gov.au. Contact industry mentors or business advisors to guide
you through it.
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2.4.1 What is your goal (s)?
Coupled with understanding your purpose as a collective is understanding your group’s goals. These could be
as basic as increasing international visitor participation in your sector by a target percentage or more specific,
such as growing distribution channels in set regions.
Understanding your key issues and your purpose will assist in setting goals. Workshopping with your
stakeholder group the problems you are trying to solve will help determine your strategies, focus your
stakeholders and trickle down into defining your membership criteria and the activities you undertake.
Generally growing international marketing takes a minimum of three year’s commitment, so consider this
when planning your goals.
Your goals will need to consider your start up budget and what’s possible within the likely funding pool.

2.5 Make sure it’s sustainable
Where will you be in five or ten years? It’s often an uncomfortable question for new collective organisations,
but it is something that you need to consider before you start an organisation. It can be harmful for the
industry and the relationships within an organisation if the collective only delivers short term programs or
does not deliver as expected, especially if using government funding.
If a collective enters into an agreement with Tourism Australia for a fixed term - do not expect or rely on that
arrangement being renewed ad infinitum.
A collective should be sustainable and have purpose without grants or external funding and should consider
these a bonus if they are awarded.

2.6 Don’t compete with larger organisations
Industry collectives can be competitive enough as it is. You don’t want to be creating an organisation that
competes with an established organisation. Make sure you do your homework and clearly understand your
purpose. Question whether your purpose could best be served by being a subcommittee of a larger tourism
association.

2.7 Avoid founder’s syndrome
Make sure that when creating an organisation that you avoid Founder’s Syndrome. Some typical behaviour
from Founders Syndrome includes: boards made up of friends and colleagues of the founders; the identity of
the organisation becoming the personality of the founder (s); and newcomers who want to be involved in the
organisation are excluded.

2.8 Protect yourself legally
If your organisation will deliver services to the industry, you need to ensure your organisation is incorporated
and has relevant insurance, tax registrations and business advice.

2.9 Establish a board or committee
A talented and diverse group of people who are all committed to the cause is needed to help the founders
achieve their goal. Many founders are so passionate about the cause that they take on everything for
themselves. You can’t do everything and it’s often harmful to the goals of the collective to do so. This is
outlined more in section 4.

2.10 Create administrative and finance systems
Before you can start your collective and once you’ve agreed a business model, you’ll need to establish
administrative and finance systems. This can include budgetary plans, adopting an accounting system,
developing codes of conduct for how you operate, a criteria of membership and a whole range of other
policies and practices.

2.11 Be prepared for failure
Establishing a new collective is an extremely challenging process in all industries and many organisations do
not sustain themselves after their first few years of operation. Make sure you have an exit strategy for your
organisation and the stakeholders that you work with.
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3. GOVER NANC E, BUSI N ESS
MODEL, NAMI NG, B RAN DI NG
AN D BUSI N ESS R EGISTRATION
Deciding to start a collective is akin to starting a small business. No matter which business structure you
choose, the members, shareholders or partners will be liable for the operation of the business, the corporate
governance compliance under ASIC, the debts incurred and the staff entitlements of any employed or
contracted people.
It’s not to be undertaken lightly or with a short-term focus. Winding up and dissolving an entity can be more
time consuming than starting it in the first place.
Before you start:
• Talk to Tourism Australia
• You are going to need an accountant and a solicitor
• You will need to know a little about a lot of things including tax structures, ABNs, employing staff and
shareholder and/or membership agreements
• I f you are a private business, you should familiarise yourself with the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC). Visit ASIC website for more information about registering a business name or a
company
•A
 sk yourself: What are you going to be doing? Will you be a revenue generating entity in the future that
wishes to carry over revenue and profit into the next financial year?
•D
 o you plan to disperse earnings in the year they are recognised and reduce your taxable income as close
to zero as possible?
• I s there an existing industry banner, organisation or association you could operate under that avoids you
having to create a new business entity and the associated governance and compliance?

3.1 What business structure do you need?
An organisation’s legal structure will determine the types of activities it is legally able to undertake and
which government bodies it is required to seek registration from or be governed by.
Beginning with the end in mind will help you determine the business structure. Are you a for profit or a not
for profit entity? Here is a brief summary of all the different structures possible in Australia:

3.1.1 For Profit
3.1.1.1 Sole trader
A sole trader is a type of structure where the business has no separate legal existence from its owner. As a
sole trader, you’ll be responsible for the liabilities of your business. You need to report your business income
on your personal income tax return, along with any other income.

3.1.1.2 Partnership
A partnership is a type of structure where two or more people start a business and can legally share
profits, risks and losses according to terms set out in a partnership agreement. You must lodge a separate
partnership income tax return.

3.1.1.3 Trust
A trust is a relationship where a business is transferred to a third party who has legal control and has a duty
to run that business to benefit someone else. You must lodge a separate trust income tax return.

3.1.1.4 Company
A company is a legal entity separate from its members (shareholders). A director of a company has additional
legal and reporting obligations. You must lodge a separate company income tax return.
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3.1.2 Not for Profit
Not for profits means an entity does not operate to return a dividend to its shareholders, but instead
disperses its profit after expenses back into the entity or externally to fund programs. Charities are a special
category of not for profits that must meet certain criteria and be registered with the Australian Tax office. It
is highly unlikely your collective will achieve registered charity status.

3.1.2.1 Unincorporated Associations:
Unincorporated associations are easy to set up, have less administrative burdens and are usually for simple
organisations. There are risks associated with forming an unincorporated association. As the organisation
does not have a legal identity, individual members are personally responsible for the actions or debts of the
organisation or for any contracts signed. This is usually the structure chosen by informal community groups.

3.1.2.2 Incorporated Associations
An incorporation is a formal legal structure adopted by a large range of non-profit organisations in Australia.
Incorporated associations are subject to state or territory incorporation laws and are administered to
by a government body within the relevant state and territory. This also means that the operations of an
incorporated association tend to be restricted to its home state. Consequently, this legal structure can restrict
the growth of an organisation.
An incorporated association has an identity distinct from its founders and members and will continue to
exist even if they leave the organisation. It can also be sued, legally lease a property, enter into contracts
or hold assets in its name. Incorporation provides some protection for an organisation’s members and/or
directors, but it also carries additional legal and administrative obligations, such as, accounting, auditing and
annual reporting requirements

3.1.2.3 Company Limited by Guarantee
A company limited by guarantee is a specialised form of public company designed for non-profit
organisations. In Australia companies limited by guarantee are subject to the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)
and administered to by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission(ASIC). Like incorporated
associations, this legal structure designates an organisation as a separate legal entity. A company limited by
guarantee can be sued, legally lease a property, enter into contracts or hold assets in its name.
The term company limited by guarantee refers to what occurs in the winding up of this type of company.
The members of a company limited by guarantee must specify the amount they are willing to contribute to
the property of the company on its winding up and this will determine or limit the liability of the company’s
members.
Like other public companies, a company limited by guarantee has many legal restrictions and requirements.
Please take the time to read the ASIC website to understand the full extent.

3.1.2.4 Cooperative
Cooperatives are a form of organisation that are democratically owned, controlled and often also used by
members. Cooperatives are usually non-profit but unlike other legal structures, are able to carry out some forprofit ventures and in some cases, if the constitution allows it, profits may be distributed between members.
Cooperatives can grow into large commercial businesses. The wholefoods company Sanitarium is arguably
one of Australia’s most successful cooperative structured businesses.

3.1.2.5 Charitable trusts
Charitable trusts are often set up through a bequest in a will, but do not have to be. A trust is established
with the investment in the trust of an initial corpus of money that may be held in perpetuity. A certain
percentage of the interest on this sum is granted periodically to particular causes, organisations, winners of
scholarships or other grant-seekers. In some cases, a trust’s deed or other legal requirements such as wanting
to retain tax exempt status may require that the trust only make grants to non-profit organisations or to
charities.
Many trusts are managed by a trust administrator and a variety of organisations and companies offer this
service. These administrators enable trusts to be maintained in perpetuity beyond the lives of the person or
people who established the trusts, the initial trustees or indeed anyone who ever knew them.
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3.1.2.6 Organisations formed by Royal Charter or by special Act of Parliament
Organisations formed by special Act of Parliament are established when it is demonstrated to the government
of the day that the organisation is substantial and cannot be accommodated under other incorporating
statuses. They are rare and usually of significant social important. Examples are The University of Melbourne
and The National Gallery of Victoria.
Final words on structure:
If you are able to operate using the structure of another legal entity, your collective may just need to register a
business name. For more information, refer to the “choosing your business structure” page on the ATO website,
speak with your accountant or business advisor, or phone the ATO Business tax enquiries line on 13 28 66.

3.2 What legal agreement will exist between members?
Once you have decided your structure you will need an agreement between the founders either legally binding
(a shareholder agreement) or informally (a code of conduct). Questions to consider include:
- Are the original members in the consultation group going to be the shareholders?
- When the group expands, will new members have the same entitlements as the founding ones?
- What happens if a founding member leaves?
- Do the rights of members transfer if the ownership of a business changes?
You will need to seek legal advice around which is relevant to your chosen entity type.
Some tourism entities such as government departments may be precluded from being shareholders of separate
entities.

3.3 Naming your entity
Before you can register business names, you will need to finalise the name of your entity. This is a great
opportunity to bring stakeholders together and collaboratively agree.
When choosing a name consider the following:
• Are the business names, trade marks and legal names available?
• Are the social media handles available?
• Does the acronym of the name spell anything unfortunate?
• Is there a conflict with any other existing entities?
Once you have established a name, the entity can begin briefing the creative development of a logo and visual
identity. This is required before websites can be established.

3.4 Bank accounts, ABNs and TFNs and setting up a budget
Once you have a legal structure confirmed and initiated, you can consider setting up a bank account, registering
for an Australian Business Number (ABN) and tax file number (TFN). Additionally, you should undertake some
basic work on the business modelling and budgets for years one and two.
Consider how many signatories are required, whether online banking is a viable option and bank accounts
specific to your type of business. Some of the online and community banks provide competitive interest rates
and no fee transactional banking for not for profit ventures so shop around.
You will need a process around financial controls. You should also consider the delegation of authority for your
executive officer (EO) when appointed. Consider how much the EO can spend without board or committee
approval, and the process for approving spending.

3.5 Liability, insurances, insolvency
As a registered entity, for profit or not for profit, you will need to familiarise yourself with the duties of a director
or office bearer under the relevant legislation. Trading while insolvent carries legal penalties and ignorance of
either the responsibilities or financial acumen to read reports is not considered an excuse.
If you employ your EO you will need WorkCover and also ensure their workplace or home office is certified as a
safe place under Workplace Health and Safety legislation.

3.6 Public Liability Insurance:
Public Liability Insurance (PLI) is required by any entity that participates in a Tourism Australia trade event. It is
paid annually and must be current for the time of the trade event and the jurisdiction in which the trade even is
held. (eg: Australia, worldwide).
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3.7 Administration requirements: websites, phone, email accounts, trademarks
Once you have registered your business name and/or trading names you can consider setting up the
following:
• Website domain and web hosting, including email accounts.
• Will you provide your EO with a phone? Will there be a phone number for trade or consumer support?
• Once you have a logo, do you want to register it as a legal composite or word based trademark?

3.8 Where can I get advice?
It is recommended your entity has its own independent legal advisor, accountant or tax advisor and/or
business advisor.
Some of these functions can be provided by board members on a volunteer basis. Make sure they are
reputable and registered in their field. Some collectives use their accountant as their business advisor or use
a book keeper as their accountant and find business or tourism strategists willing to donate their time as
mentoring.

Exmouth Dive and Whalesharks Ningaloo, WA
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4. DEFI N I NG YOU R
STAKEHOLDERS, SHAR EHOLDERS
AN D/OR B OAR D MEMB ERS
It is important to ask who your stakeholders are. Can you all work together?
Stakeholders take many forms. Consider your:
• Travelling customers or visitors
• Your business members and operators
• Tourism organisations (National, State/Territory and Regional Tourism associations)
• Environment, park and civic management agencies
• Cultural heritage agencies (historic and indigenous)
• Local, regional and other government agencies
• Indigenous peoples
• Communities more broadly (eg: friends of asset associations and groups)
Communications with your stakeholders are a major activity of your EO. Additionally,
your board or advisory council could be best served having representatives from some
of your key stakeholders to ensure they are brought along on the journey regularly.

4.1 Forming, storming and norming: what to expect as you
come together
Tuckman’s model of group development is a great reference to understand the
expected dynamics as a new collective comes together. Remember, every time a new
member or stakeholder is admitted to the group, the group returns to the forming
stage. How long it takes to progress is reflective of the maturity of the rest of the team
and how clearly the purpose of the organisation can be communicated to the new
members.
Typically, collectives form a significant time in the “storming” outlined in the table on
the right. This sees many stakeholders and potential members working to define the
goals, membership criteria and vying for outcomes based on their points of view.
Moving beyond storming takes a skilled executive officer, Chair and mature
stakeholders, particularly when funds are scarce. Industry collectives take on the
responsibility of bringing together new stakeholders to build trust, share ideas and
move their group towards norming.
Tourism Australia is not the facilitator of the group, nor are they the project manager
of the collective’s pathway to market.

4.2 Forming a board, advisory council or working group? Can
they change?
It has become common place for boards to be skills based in composition, tailored
to the opportunities and obstacles in the path of your specific collective. A cross
representation of your stakeholder group can be beneficial in your internal
communications.
The frequency of meetings can be defined by the collective in its shareholder
agreement, constitution or terms of engagement. It’s not uncommon for meetings
now to be either face to face, phone calls, video conferencing or a combination of all.

Tuckman’s model:
FORMING
• Little agreement
• Unclear purpose
• Guidance and
Direction

STORMING
• Conflict
• Increased clarity
of purpose
• Power struggles
• Coaching

NORMING
• Agreement and
consensus
• Clear roles and
responsibility
• Facilitation

PERFORMING
• Clear Vision and
purpose
• Focus on goal
achievement
• Delegation

External and independent board members are also advisable.
The size of the board again is at the discretion of the collective. If forming a proprietary
limited company, collectives will need to adhere to the ASIC recommendations for
office bearers, record keeping and declarations of conflict of interest. If creating an
incorporated not for profit, you will need to become familiar with the legislation
relevant to the state of incorporation. Similar conflict of interest declarations applies to
not for profits.
Board or committee members can change over time. Often they are elected for a
set term to refresh the representation over time. The chair person can either be an
independently appointed person to the role or elected from within the representatives
of the board itself.
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5. APPOI NTI NG AN EXECUTIVE
OFFIC ER (EO) AN D DEFI N I NG
TH EI R ROLE
BUSINESS
MANAGER

SALES &
MARKETING

FINANCE &
REPORTING

STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT

CATCH
ALL

The MultiFaceted Role of
an Executive
Officer

Choosing an executive officer is one of the most difficult early decisions a fledgling collective will face.
Transitioning from the volunteer start-up phase to professional representative is an important market signal
for a new collective to make. It is tempting to use a volunteer from within one of the industry members, who
may or may not have a full-time role in their own organisation.
Before you take this approach, consider the following:
• The greatest resource required in the first six to twelve months is time. An EO is a full-time role initially. The
greater the number of start up members, the greater the administration and communication requirements
• An individual employed by one of the stakeholders can create tension due to a perceived product or
specialty bias
• Your EO needs a broad range of industry experience and commercial acumen to run a small start up
business. Your EO needs to be able to work self-sufficiently in the short to midterm, working closely with
the board or advisory council and Tourism Australia. This is difficult to do if managing the demands of an
existing full-time role.
When selecting an EO, we recommend their subject matter expertise include:
• Knowledge of your collective’s products, consumer marketing and customer journey mapping
• Be skilled in the areas you have identified as your key challenges that you are coming together to solve
• Have some digital marketing experience managing social channels, email marketing
• Be skilled in stakeholder communications and management
• Be prepared to hold members to account to deliver their membership commitments
• Be competent with mandatory reporting and sharing of data
• Understand product development coaching
• Understand international trade and wholesaler distribution channels and the training required to support
them to sell.
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6. B R I NGI NG MEMB ERS
TO GETH ER, DEFI N I NG TH E
C R ITER IA, FU N DI NG AN D
AGR EEI NG FEES
6.1 Who should be a member? The alignment of the membership businesses
Arguably the most contentious stakeholder discussions during start up are around membership: who can be,
who can’t be a member, what is our membership criteria? How do we publicly offer people the opportunity
to join without making it open to all? Do we need different tiers of membership?
These are all good questions.
Ideally, aim to develop membership criteria that are clear, transparent and publishable online. This way, the
board, advisory committee, chair or EO can’t be accused of bias or playing favourites.
The criteria should also yield a critical mass of like-aligned products. Most collectives aim for a criteria list
that naturally includes and excludes product such that it forms a logical association of experiences with
similar customer segments.
Too few products: the criteria is too narrow and the collective will not have sufficient appeal to trade and
consumer to be an interest category, or capable of being sustainably funded.
Too many products: the criteria is too broad and when applied to the industry there is not sufficient unique
appeal or obvious specialty.
The membership criteria naturally falls out of (1) the organisation’s purpose and (2) the priority problems
to be solved, but should be developed with the end customer in mind. Remember, if you are aiming for
Signature Experiences status, your criteria should bring together a logical collection of like-minded product
that has a clear customer alignment with the consumer demand project.
Having clear, attainable, measurable criteria is critical. Motherhood statements such as “representing
the essence of Australia” or “being quintessentially Australia” are subjective and difficult for prospective
members to quantify.
Finally, when considering membership, ask yourselves:
• Do these brands and products naturally align?
• From the customer point of view, do these products form a logical and natural referral network? Package
together well in an itinerary?
• Would I expose these products to my database of past guests?
• Do the nominated people from each business bring the same attitude to the collective? Will we work well
together?
• What can we achieve collectively that we can’t do as individual businesses?

6.2 Do we charge fees? How is the collective funded?
Charging fees is the best way for collectives to raise funds to ensure the sustainable operation of the
enterprise. There is an understanding the collective is self-sustaining, funding wise, without contributions
from Tourism Australia. Ideally that is through industry contributions, membership fees, donations, other
grants and bequests. A funding plan is a key component of your strategic plan.
Before setting fees, the collective must also clearly articulate a value proposition for members and what
they receive for their investment, as members will also expect an ROI.
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6.3 What sort of expenses are we likely to incur?
The P&L for collectives look like a P&L for a typical small business start-up. Expenses include staff, rent or
office expenses, stationery, travel expense for trade shows, insurances (public liability insurance is often
missed and is essential for trade shows), website development and SEM, brochure or collateral costs, meeting
costs and professional services such as accounting and legal fees.
Unless there are substantial year one membership fees, there is little consumer media and virtually no
consumer marketing campaigns other than low cost social media and eDM activity.

6.4 Does it have to be inbound trade focused?
Collectives can focus on consumer marketing, domestic and international, trade or direct or a combination
of all. It is essential to remember collectives need to be able to demonstrate the dollar value of the Tourism
Australia funding has been spent to generate and support growth in inbound tourism, trade or direct.

6.5 Writing a strategic plan (template)
A strategic plan template has been included as an appendix to this document and is a requirement to be
submitted to Tourism Australia before Signature Experience endorsement and partnership discussions can
commence.

6.6 Prioritising your activity - how much can you really get done in one year, two
years, three years?
Be realistic about what can be achieved in the first three years. Break your goals down into targets and
prioritise based on their impact and urgency.
Indicative, these are the phases of the collective development:
Year 1
Entity
set up
• Establish the common goal
- Initial meeting with TA
• Agreement of founding
members
• Set membership criteria
• Source legal advice to set
up company structure and
governance
• Appoint board directors
• Appoint executive officer

Year 2
Product
development
• Grow membership
• Develop visitor experiences
• Contact trade - launch trade
website
• Expand collateral
• Support trade development

Year 3
Distribution
development
• Contract trade distribution
- Launch trade website
• Business event program
development
• Continue to recruit new
members

Year 4
Focus on
member returns
• Online training module for
experience sector
• Rate contracting
• Distribution network
consolidation
• Focus on product training,
trade shows, famils
• Release new brochure
• Secure brand trademark

Year 5
Content
development
• Continue to grow
membership
• Develop new marketing
assets- video production
• Increase focus on media
relations
• Prioritise the high value
customer and premium
distribution partners
• Premium experience
development

Key milestones:
• Brand launch ATE
• Website build; collateral
• Founding members
• Set KPIs

Highlights:
• Expand membership
• Trade shows
• Sales trips
• Monitor results (KPIs)

Highlights:
• Expand membership
• Trade shows
• Sales trips
• PR & influencer program
• Monitor results (KPIs)

Highlights:
• Expand membership
• Trade shows
• Sale trips
• PR & influencer program
• Monitor results (KPIs)

Highlights:
• Expand membership
• Select trade shows
• Select sales trips
• PR & Influencer program
• Monitor results (KPIs)

Source: Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia

6.7 What happens if there is a conflict in the group?
Conflict resolution is a key challenge for all collectives and is often caused by a member putting their own
interests ahead of the collective. Conflict has the potential to splinter a group and make it dysfunctional. If
potential members have conflict in the beginning, it’s unlikely the mood will improve over time unless the
key reasons for the conflict can be effectively resolved.
Most shareholder agreements or terms of engagement have a process for conflict resolution.
The Executive Officer, members and the Board must focus on the ‘greater good’ of the collective, rather than
their own personal interests.
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6.8 What happens if starting a collective causes conflict with businesses who
don’t meet our membership criteria?
Inevitably once membership criteria are announced, industry members can be polarised. Those who don’t
fulfil the criteria may need coaching to undertake product development and a pathway to membership if
applicable.
Product development coaching is a key component of the EO role, securing a pathway to membership for
prospective products.

6.8.1 Membership: can we refuse membership?
Once your membership criteria are set, this can be used as grounds to approve and refuse membership.
Most collectives have a formal membership approval process, including application, site inspections and
product experiences. Ratification by the board or committee of management is a normal process for
inducting a new member.

d’Arenberg Winery, McLaren Vale, SA
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7. DATA SHAR I NG AN D
R EPORTI NG
To ensure ROI for its investment, Tourism Australia has requirements for mandatory reporting of growth
within the collective’s sphere.
This will require members to share data with the EO which is then aggregated and shared with the group and
Tourism Australia. Sharing of industry and customer data within the boundaries of privacy is not negotiable
and all members must be prepared to agree to this as a condition of being a member of a collective.
Collectives should consider early the benefits of having customers from each business opt in to a shared
consumer database.
Having agreement to promote the collective to your own organisation’s customers for the greater good
demonstrates the spirit of co-operation that underpins a mature working group keen to grow the industry for
the betterment long term, not just their own short-term sales targets.
In summary:
• E stablishing a collective does not guarantee funding from Tourism Australia
•U
 nderstand the “why” for your group and if the idea is compelling, would you do it anyway?
• Think in terms of the greater good – leave your ego and your organisation’s goals at the door
•U
 nderstand the diverse role of the EO and recruit accordingly
• Talk to Tourism Australia and your STO before you do anything; and most importantly:
•S
 eek professional advice

8. WOR KI NG WITH TOU R ISM
AUSTRALIA. HOW ELSE CAN WE
WOR K WITH TA I F TH E SIGNATU R E
EXPER I ENC ES PRO GRAM IS NOT
FOR US?
There are many ways you can connect with Tourism Australia to benefit from our campaign activity, research, market
data and more to grow your tourism business.
Download a copy of our Working with Tourism Australia booklet for more details.

9. CONTACTS
Signature Experiences of Australia
Karen Fitzgerald
Global Manager, Experiences
kfitzgerald@tourism.australia.com
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Barnbougle Lost Farm Golf Course, TAS

10. C H EC KLIST:
1. Do you and your members understand Tourism Australia’s role?

□ Would you create the collective anyway, even without the support from Tourism Australia?
□	Product Development: Do your members have to develop new products for markets?
□	Are your members maintaining their existing levels of marketing?
□	Are you clear what your funds are to be used for?

2. Have you defined your category and made sure there is a need?
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

 ave you checked that there is a need?
H
What is your “why” - why do you need to exist, what makes you special?
Partner with stakeholders - have you defined your stakeholders?
Create a strategic plan
Do you have a sustainable funding model?
Understand your legal obligations
Establish a board or committee
Create administrative and finance systems
Be prepared for failure - consider your winding up exit plan

3. Governance, business model, naming, branding and business registration
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

 hat business structure do you need?
W
What legal agreement will exist between members?
Have you named your entity? Are all the business channel names available?
Have you set up bank accounts, ABNs and TFNs and set up a budget?
Have you considered PLI, insurances, insolvency?
Administration requirements: websites, phone, email accounts, trademarks
Do you know where to get advice? Who is your mentor group?

4. Defining your stakeholders, shareholders and/or board members
□

Forming a board, advisory council or working group - what skills do you need?

5. Appointing an executive officer (EO) and defining their role
□

Do you have a PD?

6. Bringing members together, defining the criteria, funding and agreeing fees
□
□
□
□
□
□

 ho should be a member? The alignment of the membership businesses.
W
Will you charge fees? How is the collective funded?
What sort of expenses are you likely to incur?
Are you going to be inbound trade focused? Have broader objectives?
Prioritising your activity - how much can you really get done in one year, two years, three years?
Are all your members getting along?

7. Are you prepared to share data and share guests with other members
of the group?
□
□

Yes
No

8. Are your stakeholders happy, engaged and contributing?
□
□

Yes
No
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STRATEGIC PLAN EXAMPLE
It is recommended you consider the following when developing your
strategic plan:
1. Executive Summary
Provide a snapshot of the purpose, need, goals, shared values and three year vision.

2. Purpose of the Collective
Communicate the purpose of the marketing collective. This should include:
• Common goal
• Vision
• Mission

3. Guiding Principles and Brand
What binds these products together? Define the collective’s brand:
•

Marketing proposition (Elevator pitch)

•

Guiding Principles for Experience Development

4. Supporting Research and Analytics
How does the collective align to the Consumer Demand Project and High Value Traveller?
Identify the following:
• Size of category currently
• Key markets
• Any category definitions

5. Trends and Implications
•
•
•
•

Customer segment driven (changing customer demographic appeal)
Political
Technological
Psychographic trends

Include the implications for your collective.

6. Establishing the consumer and trade need
Conduct a consumer demand gap analysis. Obtain feedback from trade partners, Tourism
Australia, STOs and international market offices.

7. Product Pillars
Define the membership criteria in detail.

8. Strategic Targeting
Customer Journey Mapping: map the role of the collective in the path to purchase.
Demand Funnel: what stages in the Demand Funnel is the collective targeting?
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9. Strategic Framework: Summary of Objectives
At a minimum the marketing
objectives should address:

Primary Strategies

Metrics

Brand Objectives
Digital Objectives
Engagement: industry
and consumer
Conversion: industry or direct
pathways to purchase
Sustainability: funding
and business model

10. Objective 1
Create a page per objective, explain key strategies, your high level action plan, and metrics to
measure success.

11. Timeline Roadmap by Objectives
Create a page per objective, including the 3 year high level action plan, key strategies and metrics
to measure success.

12. Financial projections: 3 year plan
Create a spreadsheet snapshot of three year P&L reflecting membership growth, fee changes and
major expense outgoings.

13. Founding Advisory Committee
List the founding advisory committee and their industry and SME credentials.

14. Founding and Target Members
Based on your membership structure, list your proposed members by tiers, by state.
A map of Australia showing their location is a recommended inclusion.
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Hervey Bay Fly and Sportfishing, QLD

